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How are changes in pricing data synchronized from Pricing Design Center (PDC) to Elastic
Charging Engine (ECE)?
 
 
A. The Pricing Loader reads the PDC database directly. 
B. You need to run ImportExportPricing to update ECE with any changes. 
C. The Pricing Updater reads the PDC database directly. 
D. PDC calls the ECE Java API directly. 
E. The Pricing Updater polls the PDC-ECE queue for updates. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

During the creation of an account process, which policy opcode is called from
PCM_OP_CUST_PREP_CUSTOMER to determine whether or not a customer’s payment
information needs to be validated during registration?
 
 
A. PCM_OP_PYMT_VALIDATE_CC 
B. PCM_OP_PYMT_POL_SPEC_VALIDATE 
C. PCM_OP_PYMT_APPLY_FEE 
D. PCM_OP_PYMT_COLLECT 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: References:  

 

 

 

Consider the following FLIST field definition:
 
 
PIN_FLD_LIMIT:
 
0 PIN_FLD_LIMIT ARRAY [840] allocated 3, used 3
 
 
Which parameters do the leading 0 entry and the [840] entry, respectively, correspond to?
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A. Nesting Level and Element Identifier 
B. Nesting Level and Array Identifier 
C. Field Type and Array Identifier 
D. Element Identifier and Nesting Level 
E. Field Number and Field Length 
 

Answer: C

 

 

During an ongoing data session, a change of charging conditions occurs. Elastic Charging
Server (ECS) triggers a Diameter re-authorization request (RAR) message to the network.
 
 
Which statement describes the correct flow?
 
 
A. The re-authorization request is sent to the network element as part of the next Diameter
CCR-Update message. 
B. ECS sends the Diameter RAR message to the Diameter Gateway, which forwards it to
the network element. 
C. ECS puts a message in the notification queue. The Diameter Gateway reads the
message and converts it to a Diameter RAR message. 
D. ECS sends the Diameter RAR message directly to the network element. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

Reference

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E39804_01/doc.112/e39582/chr_business_runtime.htm#ICPCC

269 

 

 

 

 

Which two steps do you need to perform when managing suspended payments in Billing
and Revenue Management (BRM)?
 
 
A. Enable suspense management in the /config/business_params object. 
B. Create the payment suspense account. 
C. Create the /event/billing/payment object. 
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D. Restart dm_oracle. 
E. Restart Connection Manager (CM). 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

On Jan 1st, at 10:00, you run trial billing for an account that was due to be billed on Jan 1st
at 00:00.
 
Delayed billing is set to 5 hours and auto_triggering_limit is set to 0.
 
 
Identify the correct statement.
 
 
A. The trial invoice will be identical to the final invoice. 
B. The trial invoice will be identical to the final invoice only if partial billing has been run on
the account. 
C. The trial invoice will be different from the final invoice if a late event for the previous
cycle is received after 10:00. 
D. Trial billing will fail because the account has already passed its billing due date. 
E. The trial invoice will be different from the final invoice if a late event for the previous
cycle is received before 05:00. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which two statements are correct about merging configuration files for event notification?
(Choose two.)
 
 
A. You must merge configuration files for event notification if you are enabling event
notification for the first time and your system has multiple configuration files for event
notification. 
B. You must merge configuration files for event notification if you want to execute multiple
opcodes when an event occurs. 
C. If your system has multiple configuration les for event notification, you do not need to
merge the configuration files if only one file has changed. 
D. Instead of merging the configuration files every time, you can use load_pin_notify to
extract the current configuration from the database. 
E. If your system has multiple configuration les for event notification, you must
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mergeconfiguration files every time even if only one file has changed. 
 

Answer: A,D

Explanation:  

Reference

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E22041_01/doc.74/e25085/prg_event_notification.htm#autoId2 

 

 

 

 

 

You want to design a new IN service using Convergent Charging Controller (CCC).
 
 
Which CCC component provides the graphical service creation environment for this?
 
 
A. Voucher Manager 
B. Open Services Development 
C. Promotion Manager 
D. Control Plan Editor 
E. Messaging Manager 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: References:  

 

 

 

During a top-up synchronization flow, which operation does the BRM Gateway call to
update the balance in BRM?
 
 
A. PCM_OP_BILL_CREDIT 
B. PCM_OP_PYMT_APPLY_FEE 
C. PCM_OP_CREATE_OBJ 
D. PCM_OP_BILL_DEBIT 
E. PCM_OP_VCHR_TOPUP 
 

Answer: C
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Identify three correct statements regarding third-party taxation software. (Choose three.)
 
 
A. The third-party software adds the tax amount to the customer's account balance. 
B. Billing and Revenue Management (BRM) compiles the tax calculation data and sends it
to the third-party software, 
C. The third-party software reads all tax calculation data directly from the BRM database. 
D. BRM adds the tax amount to the customr’s account balance. 
E. The third-party software returns the calculated tax amount to BRM. 
F. BRM reads the calculated tax amount from the third-party software database. 
 

Answer: B,C,D

Explanation:  

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16754_01/doc.75/e16722.pdf (calculating taxes by

using third-party tax software) 

 

 

 

 

What is a node in Coherence technology?
 
 
A. a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) process running the Coherence libraries 
B. a physical server or machine 
C. a data store of a particular type containing a key-value pair 
D. a slice of cache stored on a server 
E. an in-memory database instance 
 

Answer: E

Explanation:  

Reference http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/coherence/overview/index.html 
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What does the following entry in the CM pin.conf file do?
 
 
- cm cm_opcode_stats PCM_OP_CUST_COMMIT_CUSTOMER 10, 20, 30
 
 
A. The CM will report the average latency of PCM_OP_CUST_COMMIT_CUSTOMER
opcode calls every 10 minutes, every 20 opcode calls, or every 30 CM connections
whichever occurs first. 
B. The CM will report the number of times the latency of a successful
PCM_OP_CUST_COMMIT_CUSTOMER opcode calls for each of the following four
buckets: <10 ms, 10 to 20 ms, 20 to 30 ms, >30 ms at the end of each CM connection. 
C. The CM will report the number of times the latency of a successful
PCM_OP_CUST_COMMIT_CUSTOMER opcode calls for each of the following three
buckets: <20 ms, 20to 30 ms, >30 ms every 10 minutes. 
D. The CM will report the average latency of PCM_OP_CUST_COMMIT_CUSTOMER
opcode calls every 10 opcode calls, every 20 minutes, or every 30 CM connections
whichever occurs first. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/html/E16719_01/adm_monitor.htm 

 

 

 

 

Which statement correctly defines the BRM Web Services Manager?
 
 
A. BRM Web Services Manager allows BRM invoices to be exposed to an external ASP. 
B. BRM Web Services Manager allows BRM opcodes to be exposed as Web Services. 
C. BRM Web Services Manager is use to configure, rate, and bill data services to BRM. 
D. BRM Web Services Manager allows BRM invoices to be exposed to a webpage. 
E. BRM Web Services Manager exposes BRM Data Model to Web Services. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

Reference

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16754_01/doc.75/e16724/wsm_install.htm#BRMWS187 
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You configure a product offering using Pricing Design Center (PDC), which has the
following attributes:
 
 
- Monthly bundle of 500 SMS messages for $10 per month
 
- 10 cents per SMS message after bundle of 500 SMS messages is consumed
 
- Purchase free of $2
 
 
Which charge type has an impact on two different balance elements?
 
 
A. Cancellation Fee 
B. Purchase Fee 
C. Daily Recurring Charge 
D. Monthly Recurring Charge 
E. Usage Charge 
 

Answer: E

 

 

You want to configure a bundle using Pricing Design Center (PDC), but you do not want
the bundle to apply to a specific service.
 
 
What do you set the bundle applicable to?
 
 
A. CSR 
B. Account 
C. Package 
D. TelcoGsmTelephony 
E. Service 
 

Answer: C
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Explanation:  

Reference

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E22185_01/doc.111/e22186/usr_overview.htm#PDCUG108 

 

 

 

 

 

You need to set up a bundle where the subscriber pays 10 dollars and is then able to send
1000 SMS messages per month. After the SMS bundle is consumed, the subscriber will
pay 5 cents to send an SMS message. As part of this offering, you need to configure a
discount offer in Pricing Design Center (PDC).
 
 
How should the discount offer be configured?
 
 
A. Credit 10 dollars for the monthly recurring fee and debit 5 cents per SMS message. 
B. Debit the included balance of SMS messages and credit the usage charge. 
C. Credit the included balance of SMS messages and debit the usage charge. 
D. Implement a counter that tracks the number of SMS messages sent and then credit this
counter back to the usage charge. 
E. Debit 10 dollars for the monthly recurring fee and credit 5 cents per SMS message. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

To start processing rating requests, Elastic Charging Engine (ECE) must be in usage
processing state.
 
 
Which two are valid mechanisms for checking whether ECE is in usage processing state?
(Choose two.)
 
 
A. Using the Java Monitoring and Management console (jconsole), check the setting of:
MBeans  ECE State Manager  StateManager  Attribute  stateName. 
B. Run the Elastic Charging Controller (ECC) command: status runningNode. 
C. Run the Coherence query: select * from Status. 
D. Run the Coherence query: select * from State. 
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E. Run the Coherence query: select * from state. 
 

Answer: B,E

 

 

When trying to verify a new unextended event subclass /event/my_sub_class, you get the
following error:
 
 

 
 
 
Identify the cause of the error.
 
 
A. There is an issue with the table permission on dd_objects_t in the database. 
B. The CM parameter dd_write_enab1e_fields was set to 0 instead of 1. 
C. The CM parameter dd_write_enable_objects was set to 0 instead of 1. 
D. The dm_oracle parameter dd_write_enable_fields was set to 0 instead of 1. 
E. The dm_oracle parameter dd_write_enable_objects was set to 0 instead of 1. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You need to change the default requested quantity to be authorized based on the charge
offers owned by the subscriber.
 
 
How do you implement this?
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